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Abstract

Wireless sensor and actor networks (WSANs) refer to a group of sensors and actors linked by wireless medium to
perform distributed sensing and acting tasks. The realization of wireless sensor and actor networks (WSANs) needs to
satisfy the requirements introduced by the coexistence of sensors and actors. In WSANs, sensors gather information
about the physical world, while actors take decisions and then perform appropriate actions upon the environment,
which allows a user to effectively sense and act from a distance. In order to provide effective sensing and acting, coor-
dination mechanisms are required among sensors and actors. Moreover, to perform right and timely actions, sensor
data must be valid at the time of acting. This paper explores sensor-actor and actor-actor coordination and describes
research challenges for coordination and communication problems.
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1. Introduction

Recent technological advances have lead to the
emergence of distributed wireless sensor and actor
networks (WSANs) which are capable of observing
the physical world, processing the data, making
decisions based on the observations and performing
appropriate actions. These networks can be an inte-
gral part of systems such as battlefield surveillance
and microclimate control in buildings, nuclear, bio-
logical and chemical attack detection [2], home
automation [19] and environmental monitoring.
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For example, in the case of a fire, sensors relay
the exact origin and intensity of the fire to water
sprinkler actors so that the fire can easily be extin-
guished before it becomes uncontrollable. Simi-
larly, motion and light sensors in a room can
detect the presence of people and then command
the appropriate actors to execute actions based
on the pre-specified user preferences.

In WSANs, the phenomena of sensing and act-
ing are performed by sensor and actor nodes,
respectively. Sensors are low-cost, low power de-
vices with limited sensing, computation, and wire-
less communication capabilities. Actors are
resource rich nodes equipped with better process-
ing capabilities, higher transmission powers and
longer battery life. Moreover, the number of sen-
sor nodes deployed in a target area may be in
the order of hundreds or thousands where such a
dense deployment is usually not necessary for ac-
tor nodes, since actors have higher capabilities
and can act on large areas.

WSANs have the following unique
characteristics:

• Real-time requirement: In WSANs, depending
on the application there may be a need to rap-
idly respond to sensor input. For instance, in
a fire application, actions should be initiated
on the event area as soon as possible. Moreover,
the collected and delivered sensor data must still
be valid at the time of acting. For example, if
sensors detect a malicious person in an area
and transmit this information to the disposer
of a tranquilizing gas actors that person must
then still be in the same area when actors carry
out the task. Therefore, the issue of real-time
communication is very important in WSANs.

• Coordination: Unlike WSNs where the central
entity (i.e., sink) performs the functions of data
collection and coordination, in WSANs, new
networking phenomena called sensor-actor
and actor–actor coordination may occur (see
Section III). In particular, sensor-actor coordi-
nation provides the transmission of event fea-
tures from sensors to actors. After receiving
event information, actors need to coordinate
with each other in order to make decisions on
the most appropriate way to perform the action.
Many protocols and algorithms have been pro-
posed for WSNs in recent years [2]. However, since
the above listed requirements impose stricter con-
straints, they may not be well-suited for the unique
features and application requirements of WSANs.
Moreover, although there has been some research
effort related to WSANs, to the best of our knowl-
edge, none of the existing studies to date investi-
gate research challenges occurring due to the
coexistence of sensors and actors.

For example, both in [6] and [13] control engi-
neering problems and existing technologies about
sensor and actor networks are presented, respec-
tively. However, neither of these studies investi-
gates the interaction among sensors and actors.
In [10], only actor–actor coordination is handled
without any insight into the sensor-actor coordina-
tion problem. A TDMA MAC protocol is intro-
duced in [4] where it is assumed that sensor and
actor nodes are of same type which obviously does
not reflect the actual WSANs. In [15], the routing
problems are investigated between sensor and ac-
tor nodes. However, no coordination problems in
sensor-actor or in actor–actor communications
are considered in the study.

As a result, despite some existing research in
WSAN, coordination and communication prob-
lems that arise in WSANs due to the coexistence
of sensors and actors are yet to be investigated.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows: In Section 2, we present the physical archi-
tecture of WSANs. We explain the requirements
of sensor-actor and actor–actor coordinations in
Sections 3 and 4, respectively. In Section 5, we
investigate the protocol stack of nodes and corre-
sponding challenges both for sensor-actor and ac-
tor–actor communications. Finally, the paper is
concluded in Section 6.
2. Physical characteristics of WSANs

In WSANs, the roles of sensor and actor nodes
are to collect data from the environment and per-
form appropriate actions based on this collected
data, respectively. Thus, as shown in Fig. 1 these
nodes are scattered in the sensor/actor field while
the sink monitors the overall network and commu-
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nicates with the task manager node and sensor/ac-
tor nodes.

Sensors detecting a phenomenon either transmit
their readings to the actor nodes which process all
incoming data and initiate appropriate actions, or
route data back to the sink which may issue action
commands to actors. We call the former case as
Automated Architecture due to the non-existence
of central controller, e.g., human interaction, while
we call the latter case as Semi-Automated Architec-
ture since the sink (central controller) collects data
and coordinates the acting process. These two
architectures are given in Fig. 2.

Depending on the types of applications, one of
these architectures may be used. The advantage of
the Semi-Automated Architecture is that it is simi-
lar to the architecture already used in wireless sen-
sor network applications [2]. Thus, there is no need
to develop new algorithms and protocols to per-
form communication and coordination.

In the remainder of the paper, we focus on the
Automated Architecture because of:

1. Low latency: The sensed information is con-
veyed from sensors to actors, since they may
be close to each other as shown in Fig. 1. As
a result, the latency is minimized in the Auto-
mated Architecture.

2. Long network lifetime: In the Semi-Automated
Architecture, as seen in Fig. 2(b), wherever the
event occurs, event information always passes
through the sensor nodes which are within one
hop from the sink. Thus, those sensor nodes
have excessive burden of relaying. When these
nodes fail, the connectivity can be lost and the
network can become useless. Although data
aggregation techniques decrease the probability
of these occurrences, sensor nodes around the
sink are still more likely to fail than the other
nodes in the network.
Similarly, in the Automated Architecture, as
seen in Fig. 2(a), the nodes within one hop from
the actors may have a higher load of relaying
packets. However, here it is much more likely
that for each event different actors may be trig-
gered. This implies that relaying sensor nodes
will also be different for each event. In other
words, the relay load gets (more or less) evenly
distributed between all nodes. As a result, the
Automated Architecture will have longer lifetime
than the Semi-Automated Architecture. Moreo-
ver, in the Automated Architecture since event
information is transmitted locally through sen-
sor nodes around the event area, sensors that
are far from the event area do not function as
relaying nodes, which results in network re-
source (i.e., energy and bandwidth, etc.) savings
in WSANs.

The components of sensor and actor nodes used
in the WSAN applications can be seen in Fig. 3(a)
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and (b), respectively. Sensor nodes are equipped
with power unit, communication subsystems (re-
ceiver and transmitter), storage and processing re-
sources, Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) and
sensing unit, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The sensing
unit observes phenomena such as thermal, optic
or acoustic event. The collected analog data are
converted to digital data by ADC and then are
analyzed by a processor and then transmitted to
nearby actors.

The decision unit (controller) functions as an
entity that takes sensor readings as input and gen-
erates action commands as output. These action
commands are then converted to analog signals
by the Digital to Analog Converter (DAC) and
are transformed into actions via the actuation unit
as shown in Fig. 3(b).

In some applications, integrated sensor/actor
nodes may replace actor nodes. Since an integrated
sensor/actor node is capable of both sensing and
acting, it has sensing unit and ADC in addition
to all components of an actor node shown in
Fig. 3(b).

One of the examples for an integrated sensor/
actor node is a robot. However, a single robot
may not have a sufficient sensing capability to
sense the entire event area. Hence, in order to ini-
tiate more reliable actions, robots (integrated sen-
sor/actor nodes) should act based on its own
sensor readings as well as on the other nearby sen-
sor nodes� data in the network. In other words,
sensors transmit their readings to the nearby ro-
bots which process all sensor readings including
their own sensor data. This way robots can collab-
orate with sensor nodes which provide them to
have a reliable knowledge about the overall event.
Then, the decision unit takes appropriate decisions
and the actuation unit performs actions as in an
actor node.

The use of integrated sensor/actor or actor node
does not influence the overall architecture of
WSANs. However, in most of the real applica-
tions, integrated sensor/actor nodes, especially ro-
bots, are used instead of actor nodes.

The robots designed by several Robotics Re-
search Laboratories are shown in Fig. 4(a)–(d).
Low-flying helicopter platform shown in Fig.
4(a) provides ground mapping, and air-to-ground
cooperation of autonomous robotic vehicles [24].
However, it is likely that in the near future more
several actuation functionalities such as water
sprinkling or disposing of a gas can be supported
by this helicopter platform, which will make
WSANs much more efficient than today. An
example of Robotic Mule which is called autono-
mous battlefield robot designed for the Army is gi-
ven in Fig. 4(b). There are several autonomous
battlefield robot projects sponsored by Space and
Naval Warfare Systems Command [9] and Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
[8]. These developed battlefield robots can detect
and mark mines, carry weapons, function as tanks
or maybe in the future totally replace soldiers in
the battlefield. Moreover, SKITs shown in Fig.
4(c) are networked tele-robots having a radio tur-
ret which enables communication over UHF fre-
quencies at 4800 kbits/sec [22]. These robots can
coordinate with each other by exploiting their
wireless communication capabilities and perform
the tasks determined by the application. Finally,
possibly the world�s smallest autonomous unteth-
ered robot (1/4 cubic inch and weighing less than
an ounce) being developed in Sandia National Lab-
oratories [20] is given in Fig. 4(d). Although it is
not capable of performing difficult tasks that are
done with much larger robots yet, it is very likely
that it will be the robot of the future. A sensor
node and a sink are given in Fig. 5. MICA is an
open-source hardware and software platform that
combines sensing, communications, and comput-
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Fig. 4. Examples of robots: (a) Aerial mapping helicopter, (b)
Robotic Mule, (c) Sub-kilogram intelligent tele-robots (SKITs)
and (d) Mini-robot.
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ing into a complete architecture to form an inte-
grated wireless smart sensor.

In addition to sensor-actor communication, in
most situations actor–actor communication is also
required to achieve the overall application objec-
tive in WSANs. Since actors are resource-rich
nodes with high transmission power, actor–actor
communication can be long-range unlike sensor-
actor communication. Furthermore, actor–actor
communication is similar to the communication
paradigm of ad-hoc networks due to the small
number of (mobile) resource-rich actor nodes
being loosely deployed. Therefore, WSAN can be
considered as the union of wireless sensor and
ad-hoc networks. In addition to both sensor and
ad-hoc network challenges, there exist challenges
due to the real-time properties and nature of ‘‘act-
ing’’ phenomenon. In Section 3, we describe the
characteristics and challenges of sensor-actor coor-
dination which only deals with the transmission of
event features to actors. In Section 4, we investi-
gate the characteristics and challenges of actor–
actor coordination which deals with the actions
performed by actors after receiving event informa-
tion.
3. Effective sensor-actor coordination

The most important characteristic of sensor-
actor communication is to provide low communi-
cation delay due to the proximity of sensors and
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actors. The main problems which should be inves-
tigated for the sensor-actor coordination are:

1. What are the requirements of this

communication?
2. Which sensors communicate with which actors?
3. How is this communication realized?

In addressing the first problem, one of the main
requirements of sensor-actor communication is to
consume low energy as in WSNs. Moreover, in
some applications such as in fire, the communica-
tion traffic is typically delay sensitive. Therefore,
another main requirement of sensor-actor commu-
nication is to support real-time traffic. To the best
of our knowledge, to date no efficient solutions ex-
ist for real-time communications in WSANs.

An additional requirement for communication
in WSANs is the need to ensure ordering of event
data reported to the actors. For example, if there
are two sensors reporting two different events to
an actor or some actors in overlapping regions,
then the reporting of those events must be done in
the sequence in which the events were detected so
that the correctness of the actions on the environ-
ment is guaranteed. We refer to this as the ordered
delivery of information collected by the sensors.

Another important consideration is that if there
are multiple sensors reporting an event, then the
information from different sensors may arrive at
the concerned actors approximately at the same
time. This may be necessary to ensure that the ac-
tion is performed once and in the entire event re-
gion. For example, if we consider a military
application where sensors are deployed to detect
enemy troops and actors to destroy them and the
event being the presence of troops in a large area,
then if the action is not performed in the entire re-
gion at once, it is conceivable that the troops
would get alerted and hence disperse in different
directions making it impossible to destroy the en-
tire enemy troop.

While it may be desirable that this synchroniza-
tion of event execution is done by actor–actor
coordination as we describe in Section 4, it is also
conceivable that the sensors can enable this syn-
chronization. In some applications, where the
event takes place in different locations, such as in
the example given above, it might also be neces-
sary that the events are passed on to the set of ac-
tors not necessarily close to or within the event
area when the event was detected but to closest
set of actors to the event when it is reported to
them. In such cases, the sensors must be able to
track the event and use this information to deter-
mine the set of actor(s) to send the information.

Therefore, new protocols must be developed for
WSANs with the following objectives:

• provide real-time services with given delay
bounds, according to application constraints,

• ensure an energy efficient communication
among sensors and actors,

• ensure ordering between the different events
when they are reported to the actors,

• provide synchronization among different sen-
sors reporting the same event to multiple or
same actor in order to facilitate a one-time
response in the entire region,

• track and report the sensed phenomena to a dif-
ferent set of actors not necessarily based on
proximity or energy limitations for the case
when the events take place in different locations.

The developed protocols satisfying the above
requirements of sensor-actor communication
should also deal with the second and third prob-
lems stated above, that is, the sources/destinations
involving in the transmission of sensor data as well
as the type of this transmission.

For the sources/destinations involved in trans-
mission reception of sensor data, there are four
alternatives, namely:

• minimal set of actors to cover the event region
or

• the minimum number of sensors to report the
sensed event or

• both cases above or
• the entire set of actors and sensors in the vicin-

ity of the region.

We refer to the first three classifications as the
redundancy elimination problem in WSANs. This
can be done to minimize the average power con-
sumption of all the sensors and actors that are pre-
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sent in the vicinity of the event. For example, as
shown in Fig. 6 if the minimal set of actors to cov-
er the event area is 9 and if there are 20 actors in
that region, then the remaining 11 actors need
not act on the environment. In the same example,
it might also be desired that only the minimal set
of sensors sense and report the environment. This
case corresponds to where both sensors and actors
are a minimal set to cover the event. On the other
hand, in some applications, unlike the above clas-
sifications (i.e., minimal and maximal usage of sen-
sors and actors), there may be a need for specifying
a certain redundancy level (i.e., the number of sen-
sors/actors involved in sensing/acting is between
the minimum and maximum value), as well.

Now, a stricter requirement in some applica-
tions might be that the regions covered by different
actors are not only a minimal set but are also
mutually exclusive. For example, if there is an
application where the sensors report the amount
of moisture in the ground and the actors have to
irrigate the area uniformly, then the actors should
not only cover the entire region but also make sure
that the acting regions do not overlap.

For the type of transmission, there can be two
possibilities such as single-hop and multi-hop.
Although single-hop communication is always
inefficient in WSNs due to the long distance be-
tween sensors and the sink, in WSANs this may
not be the case, because actors are close to sensors
as stated in Section 2. In fact, here the location of
the actor determines the effectiveness of the single-
hop communication. For example, if the event
area is small and there is an actor in the middle
of the event area, then the nodes located farther
away from the actor have less energy burden.
However, when the event area is large or the actors
are at the edge or outside of the event area, multi-
hop communication may be more efficient than
single-hop communication due to the long distance
between the actor node and the sensor nodes lo-
cated farther away from the actor node. Therefore,
the type of transmission depends on the deploy-
ment and location of actor nodes to which sensor
data will be sent.

In addition to the type and requirements of the
sensor-actor communication, as stated in the sec-
ond problem above, there is a question in regard
to which actor nodes will be informed about the
event as a result of sensor-actor communication.
In Section 3.1, we investigate how sensors can se-
lect actors to which they will send their data. In
particular, we outline two cases calledMulti-Actor
(MA) and Single-Actor (SA).

3.1. Actor selection

As shown in Fig. 7(a), in WSANs multiple ac-
tors can receive the information from sensors
about the sensed phenomenon. We denote this
case as Multi-Actor (MA) where every sensor
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node can independently decide to which actor it
will send its readings. However, the drawback of
the lack of coordination between the sensors is
that too many and unnecessary actors can be acti-
vated and as a result the total energy consumption
of all sensors can become high.

To avoid this situation, sensors should coordi-
nate with each other to form clusters. For each
cluster there will be one actor to collect the data.
These clusters may be formed such a way that:

• the event transmission time from sensors to
actors is minimized, since low latency between
sensing and acting is required in WSANs or

• the events from sensors to actors are transmit-
ted through the minimum energy paths or

• the action regions of the actors can cover the
entire event area.

Unlike in Fig. 7(a) where sensor readings are
sent to multiple actors, only one actor receives
event features, as shown in Fig. 7(b). We denote
this case as Single-Actor (SA). In fact, SA can
be considered as a special case of MA. In SA,
one of the main challenges is to determine the sin-
gle actor node to which sensors will send their
readings. Selecting an actor node may be based
on some criteria such as:

• the distance between the event area and the
actor should be small so that low delays are
achieved and less power is consumed,

• the minimum energy path from sensors to the
actor,

• the action range of the actor so that appropriate
actions are performed on the event area.

Note that in the last case, there is no guarantee
that the action range of the selected actor can cov-
er the entire event area. Therefore, instead of con-
sidering distance, energy or timing issues, sensors
may try to find the ‘‘best’’ actor for that event,
i.e., the actor which has enough action coverage,
energy and capability to perform the required ac-
tion on the event area. In this situation, the actor
receiving event information will be able to perform
the required action itself without coordinating
with other actors (see Section 4.1).
In SA, the actor can immediately perform the
action if it has a wide action range and sufficient
energy and also if this action can be performed
only by a single actor. In the SA case, the la-
tency between sensing and acting becomes low.
However, if one actor is not sufficient for the re-
quired action or if it is not well-suited due to
coverage and energy constraints to execute the
action that actor publishes the announcement

message (see Section 4) to other actors. Based
on the feedback from other actors, it may select
one or more other actors to perform the appro-
priate actions.

The advantage of MA over SA is that the MA
provides actors to figure out where the center of
an event is. The intensity of events may not be uni-
form inside an event area. As a result, the signal
strengths from sensors to each actor may be differ-
ent. Actors can compare their received signal
strength values with each other and determine
where the event intensity is dense. This can result
in more effective actions by moving mobile actors
towards the center of the event.

The disadvantage of MA is that actor–actor
coordination is mostly based on the negotiation
(see Section 4) among multiple actors unlike the
announcement message in SA stated before. In
MA, each actor may have some partial informa-
tion about the overall event and thus, in order to
take appropriate action decisions, actors must
coordinate with each other as stated in Section 4,
which may result in high communication overhead
and high latency.

3.2. Research challenges

The following research issues related to SA and
MA cases can be concluded for sensor-actor coor-
dination in WSANs:

• For both SA and MA, in-sequence delivery of
different events detected in a region may be
required to ensure that there are no adverse
effects on the target environment.

• In both SA and MA, it may be required to
ensure synchronization in the reporting time
of the sensed phenomena between different
actors responsible for acting on the event.
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• In certain applications where the events occur in
different locations, for both SA and MA, it may
be necessary that the sensed information is sent
to an actor or to a set of actors determined
based on the location of the event.

• In MA, it may sometimes be necessary to
address the redundancy in the set of actors to
which the sensed information is sent in order
to save average energy consumed by the actors
in the region. In these cases, it is necessary to
send the information only to a subset of actors
which cover the entire event region.

• As we have seen, there are trade-offs between
SA and MA cases. The advantages and disad-
vantages of both cases need to be analytically
investigated in order to figure out in which
applications or situations which one is more
efficient.
4. Effective coordination among actors

As stated in Section 2, in WSANs actors com-
municate with each other in addition to communi-
cating with sensors. Actor–actor communication
occur in the following situations:

• The actor receiving sensor data may not act on
the event area due to small action range or
insufficient energy.

• One actor may not be enough to perform the
required action, thus, other nearby actors
should be triggered.

• If multiple actors receive the same event informa-
tion and there is an action threshold, these actors
should ‘‘talk’’ to each other in order to decide
which one of them should perform the action.

• In certain applications, if multiple actors are
required to cover the entire event region, it
may be necessary to ensure that these regions
are non-overlapping or mutually exclusive in
order to ensure uniform acting behavior over
the entire region.

• If multiple actors receive information from mul-
tiple sensors for the same event, then it may be
necessary to ensure that these multiple actors
act on the environment at the same time. This
synchronization requirement in the execution
of the task is required in applications where a
partial execution of the task alters the state of
the event in the region where it has not been
executed.

• In case of multiple events occurring simultane-
ously, task assignment can be done via actor–
actor communication. Also, it may be desired
that the tasks are executed sequentially. This
constraint is referred to as ordered execution

of tasks.
• After an actor node receives event information,

if the event is spreading to other actors� acting
areas, the actor node can transmit the sensor
data or action command to those actors. In this
way, there will be no need for sensors in those
areas to send information to the nearby actors
as they will be forwarded by initial set of actors.
This is an alternative to the tracking problem
identified in Section 3, where the actors handle
different locations of the events.

All of the above situations which indicate the
necessity of actor–actor coordination converge to
the following question:
‘‘Which actor(s) should execute which

action(s)?’’

The answer to this question can be given by
exploiting the coordination between actor nodes.
Actors should, whenever possible, coordinate
strongly with each other in order to maximize their
overall task performance [11]. Here, a task for-
mally means an atomic unit of computation and
control that actors will execute. However, in
WSANs we call tasks as the necessary actions per-
formed on the sensed events. Then, the above
question can be restated as follows:
‘‘How should multi-actor task assignment be

done?’’.
The task assignment problems in WSANs can

be examined by using the following two axes:

• Single-Actor Task (SAT) vs. Multi-Actor Task
(MAT): SAT means that each task requires
exactly one actor, whereas MAT means that a
task requires multiple actors. Thus, multi-actor
task assignment problems involve tasks that
require the combined effort of multiple actors.
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• Centralized Decision (CD) vs. Distributed Deci-
sion (DD): In WSANs there is a need to take a
decision on the action to be performed accord-
ing to the event. The decision can be performed
in a centralized way (called CD) or in a distrib-
uted way (DD). DD allows neighboring actors
to coordinate locally which provides timely
actions and network size-independent coordina-
tion. On the other hand, CD provides action
decisions to be taken in an organized way since
the decision is taken only at one actor node
which may be equipped with more powerful
communication facilities.

In Section 4.1, we investigate how actors are as-
signed with a task by exploiting the above axes. In
Section 4.2, we discuss the research challenges re-
lated to MAT, SAT, CD, DD cases.

4.1. Task assignment

In MAT, if multiple actors (MA) receive event
information from sensors, in the DD case they
negotiate with each other and coordinate locally
to select the ‘‘best’’ 1 actors for the task. On the
other hand, in the CD case, they directly transmit
the specifications of the event such as location,
intensity, etc. to the pre-determined actor node
which functions as a decision center. This decision
center which has already information about the ac-
tors in the network selects the ‘‘best’’ actors for
that task and triggers them to initiate the action.
These selected actors (both in DD and CD) may
not be the ones which received sensor data via sen-
sor-actor coordination, because actors receiving
event information may not be the ‘‘best’’ actors
for that task. For example, they may not be close
enough to the event area, or they may not be capa-
ble of performing the required task.

In MAT, if only one actor (SA) receives event
information at the end of sensor-actor coordina-
tion phase, there is still a need for coordination
among actors in order to determine which actors
1 Here, the ‘‘best’’ actor refers to the one which is close to the
event area, or which has high capability and residual energy, or
which has small action completion time at which it will
complete its action.
will act on which part of the event area. However,
in this case since all sensor data are collected at
one actor that can function as the central decision
unit. It then broadcasts an announcement message
to other actors which contains the details about
the event and the task. Based on the feedback from
other actors, it selects ‘‘best’’ actors and assigns
the action task to them.

After assigning action tasks, each selected actor
initiates an action inside its action range 2. How-
ever, in order to react to every data representing
a phenomenon occurred inside a coverage area of
the sensors, the union of the action ranges of se-
lected actors should cover the entire event area.

Moreover, some parts in the event area may re-
quire more than one actor to perform an action
depending on the event intensity and the capabili-
ties of actors in that area.

On the other hand, if the total action range of
the actors is much larger than it supposed to be,
the actions may be performed outside the event
area. Depending on the application, this may
cause catastrophic results as well as unnecessary
consumption of actor resources.

Similarly, when action ranges of actors intersect
with each other and all actors act at the same time
may cause catastrophic events (e.g., in the case of
disposer of a tranquilizing gas actors).

Thus, while assigning tasks to actors, these ac-
tion coverage challenges must also be taken into
account.

As a result, regardless of the number of actors
receiving sensor data, the objective of MAT is to
select ‘‘best’’ actors while meeting action coverage
requirements of the corresponding application and
the event. The type of actor selection (i.e., MA or
SA) in sensor-actor coordination phase only af-
fects the coordination mechanism to select ‘‘best’’
actors.

Similarly, the main objective of SAT is to select
the ‘‘best’’ actor (e.g., the one which is the ‘‘best’’
among all actors and which has the action range
covering exactly the entire event area) for the ac-
tion task. In fact, if the type of actor selection is
2 Depending on the characteristics of actors, if an actor is
chosen to act, it either must act on the entire area in its action
range or is able to act selectively on part of its action area.
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MA, the coordination for SAT can be considered
as a special case of MAT (i.e., actors receiving sen-
sor data coordinate either in DD or in CD and se-
lect the ‘‘best’’ actor). However, if one actor is
informed about the event features (SA), then there
arises a question such that whether this actor takes
a decision in an isolated fashion and thus initiates
action by itself or it first communicates with other
actors/decision center. Intuitively, if sensor-actor
communication takes long time and the applica-
tion is delay-intolerant (delay bound of received
sensor data is low) as long as the actor can provide
the minimum requirements of the task (e.g., it
should be able to act on the whole event area
and to have enough energy), initiating an action
immediately is reasonable in order to perform
the action on time. This way, maybe the action is
not performed by the ‘‘best’’ actor, however, it is
guaranteed that the action is completed in a timely
manner. On the other hand, if the delay bound of
the data is not very low or the actor does not pro-
vide the minimum requirements of the task, it
should not immediately start to perform the action
by itself, instead in CD it should communicate
with the decision center and should allow it to
choose the appropriate actor or in DD it should
broadcast an announcement message, as explained
before, to inform the other actors about the task
and then should select the ‘‘best’’ one according
to the responses from them.

4.2. Research challenges

As we have seen, actors coordinate explicitly
and with purpose either in centralized way or in
distributed way in order to solve the task assign-
ment problems in WSANs. However, this coordi-
nation has the following challenges:

• Algorithms are needed which can provide
actor(s) receiving event information to under-
stand whether the task is a single-actor task
(SAT) or a multi-actor task (MAT). For SAT
case, the problem is how to select the single
actor which will perform the action among all
capable actors. For MAT case, the additional
problem is how to decide on the optimum num-
ber of actors performing the actions.
• A communication model is needed between
actors, which is valid for both SAT and MAT
cases. Although, as mentioned in Section 2,
actors can perform long-range communication
and thus, generally can communicate directly
with their neighbor actors, if the distance
between neighbor actors is larger than the trans-
mission range of actors, they cannot directly
communicate with each other. In those situa-
tions, actors use sensor nodes as middlemen,
which means that actor-actor coordination is
performed via sensor nodes.

• In DD, for both SAT and MAT cases, in-
sequence execution of different events detected
in a region may be required to ensure that there
are no adverse effects on the target environ-
ment. We refer to this requirement as the
ordered execution of tasks for a series of events.

• In both DD and CD, for MAT, some applica-
tions may require synchronization of actors to
act on the event at the same time. In this case,
the actors have to coordinate either in a distrib-
uted or centralized fashion to determine the
time of execution of the task.

• For both CD and DD and both SAT and MAT
cases, when the events are in different locations,
it may be necessary that the task is executed by
a set of actors that are not necessarily close to
the event location when it was first sensed. In
these cases, based on the location of the event,
the actors receiving the event information
forward it to a different set of actors corre-
sponding to the estimated new position of the
event.

• In both CD and DD, for MAT, it may be nec-
essary to address the redundancy in the set of
actors that perform a task in order to save on
the average energy consumed by the actors in
the region. In these cases, it is necessary that
only a subset of actors covering the entire event
region is selected to carry out the task.

• In cases where the acting range is greater than
the event region, for both SAT and MAT cases,
it is necessary that the tasks are executed par-
tially in that event region by one actor or by a
set of actors. This partial execution of tasks
requires some new ideas regarding the size of
the event in the first place.
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• In DD, for both SAT and MAT cases, depend-
ing on the number of actors receiving event
information there occurs either announcement
message (SA case) or negotiation (MA case).
Therefore, there is a need to specify the contents
of these messages, e.g., what are the fields of
each message? Moreover, the algorithms which
provide efficient data transmission for both
types of messages need to be developed.

• In CD, the challenge is to select the actor which
will function as a decision unit. Moreover, there
is a need for effective mechanism which pro-
vides the decision unit actor to know the current
characteristics (location, capability, etc.) of
other actors in the network so that it can trigger
the most appropriate actors for the task.

• One of the most important requirements of
actor-actor coordination is to minimize the task
completion time. Thus, coordination and com-
munication protocols should support real-time
properties of WSANs.
5. Protocol stack for WSANs

To date there exists no standardized protocol
stack for WSNs and WSANs. We suggest that
the protocol stack for sensor and actor nodes
may basically consist of three planes, (i.e., commu-
nication plane, coordination plane, and manage-
ment plane) shown in Fig. 8. Communication
plane 3 enables the information exchange among
the nodes of the network. Data received by a node
at the communication plane are submitted to the
coordination plane which decides how the node
acts on the received data. Moreover, the coordina-
tion plane provides nodes to be modelled as a so-
cial entity, i.e., in terms of the coordination and
negotiation techniques it possesses. Management
plane is responsible for monitoring and controlling
a sensor/actor node so that it operates properly. It
3 Communication plane consists of five subplanes (i.e.,
layers), namely application, transport, routing, MAC, and
physical layers.
also provides information needed by the coordina-
tion layer to make decisions.

In the following three subsections, we discuss
the requirements and characteristics of each plane
for both sensor-actor and actor–actor
coordinations.

5.1. Management plane

The functions performed by the management
layer can be categorized into the following three
areas:

• Power management plane manages how a node
uses its power. For example, when the power
level of a node is low, this plane informs the
coordination plane so that the node will not
participate in sensing, relaying, or acting
activities.

• Mobility management plane detects and registers
the movements of nodes so that network con-
nectivity is always maintained.

• Fault management plane refers to the detection
and resolution of node problems. For example,
when the sensitivity of sensing unit or the accu-
racy of the actuation unit degrades, fault man-
agement plane informs the coordination plane
about this situation.

5.2. Coordination plane

Coordination plane determines how a node be-
haves according to the data received from commu-
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nication plane and management plane. After sens-
ing an event, sensors communicate their readings
with each other. At each sensor node these ex-
changed data are submitted to the coordination
plane to make decisions. This way, sensors are able
to coordinate among themselves on a higher-level
sensing task. Moreover, sensor–sensor coordina-
tion may also be required to determine nodes
which will not transmit data (due to low power
or applied MAC protocol), to perform multi-hop
routing and data aggregation and the most impor-
tantly to select actor(s) to which sensor data will be
transmitted.

The existence of coordination plane may be
much more critical for actors than for sensors,
since actors may need to collaborate with each
other in order to perform appropriate actions.
When an event occurs, the common goal of all ac-
tors is to provide required action on that event.
Thus, social abilities, i.e., sophisticated coordina-
tion and negotiation abilities, are necessary in
WSANs to ensure coherent behavior in the com-
munity of actors. These required social abilities
of an actor are defined in the coordination plane.
Specifically, which layer in actor–actor coordina-
tion is responsible to make decisions about which
actors act on which part of the event area and
whether to have these actors act concurrently or,
if sequentially, then in what order [17].

5.3. Communication plane

Communication plane receives commands from
coordination plane (about the decision of how the
node will behave) and according to that informa-
tion provides the link relation between nodes by
using communication protocols. Specifically, the
communication plane deals with the construction
of physical channels, the access of the node into
the medium (MAC), the selection of routing
paths through which the node transmits its data
and the transport of packets from one node to
another.

In the following subsections, we investigate the
requirements and challenges of the transport,
MAC and routing layers as well as the cross layer
integration between these layers both for sensor-
actor and actor–actor communications.
5.3.1. Transport layer

In addition to the conventional reliability the
new transport protocols must also support real-
time requirements in WSANs. Several transport
layer protocols have been developed for ad-hoc
networks and wireless sensor networks in recent
years [2,5,12]. However, to the best of our knowl-
edge there exist no transport protocols which deal
with both the reliability and real-time for WSANs
to date. For instance, when the transport protocol
for sensor-actor communication detects low relia-
bility, transport protocol for actor–actor commu-
nication regulates the traffic between actors so
that the actor receiving low reliable event informa-
tion can inform the other nearby actors about this
situation as soon as possible. Since sensor-actor
and actor–actor communications occur consecu-
tively in WSANs, a unified transport protocol is
needed which works well for both cases.

5.3.2. Routing layer
In WSANs, when sensors detect an event, there

is no specific actor to which a message will be sent.
This uncertainty occurring due to the existence of
multiple actors causes challenges in terms of rout-
ing solutions.

First selecting an actor node is one of the chal-
lenges for a source sensor node. The source data
should then be routed towards the selected actor
in an energy efficient way. While the source data
is transmitted through relaying sensors towards
to an actor node, it may be aggregated or for-
warded in order to achieve high efficiency. In addi-
tion to determining the path selection and data
delivery, routing protocol should support real-time
communication by considering different deadlines
due to different validity intervals. Moreover, the
routing protocol should also consider the issue of
prioritization and should provide data with low
delay bounds to reach the actor on time.

In recent years there has been a considerable
amount of research on routing problems in sensor
networks [1].

An anycast mechanism developed in [15] does
not support the sensor-sensor coordination occur-
ring in WSANs due to the result of correlated
information among multiple sensor sources which
detect the same event. Moreover, this mechanism
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causes a sensor which is one hop away from an ac-
tor to receive also interests from an actor on the
other side of the network. This may cause unneces-
sary traffic load in the network.

SEAD developed in [16] is also not suitable for
WSANs since it does not deal with end-to-end de-
lay minimization which is one of the main goals in
WSANs. Furthermore, it is developed for the case
where all sinks request data from one source at re-
fresh rates, whereas in WSANs only actors which
are in the vicinity of a phenomenon are interested
in the event information.

SPEED [14] is an adaptive, location-based real-
time routing protocol which can be effectively used
if the location information is available in all sensor
nodes and the location updates can be delivered to
the source sensors regularly. However, SPEED is
not suitable for WSANs since it does not support
Multi-Actor (MA) case and the mobility of actors.

Moreover, resource-limited sensor nodes and
higher energy capacity cluster heads are used in
[18]. This model may be suitable for WSANs such
as an actor can become a cluster head and each
source sensor can become a member of a cluster.

However, several open research issues must be
investigated such as

• How are the clusters formed, e.g., are they
formed based on the event?

• How will the clusters be adaptive to mobility, or
• How will the clusters satisfy the real-time

constraints?

For actor–actor communication, routing proto-
cols developed for ad-hoc networks such as DSR,
AODV, OLSR [7] can be used as long as they are
improved so that real-time requirements are met
and communication overhead occurring at sensor
nodes due to actor–actor communication is low.

5.3.3. Medium access control

In order to effectively transmit the event infor-
mation from large number of sensors to actors
there is a need for MAC protocol. Moreover, in
some applications, (i.e., distributed robotics) ac-
tors may be mobile. As they move, they may leave
the transmission regions of some sensors and enter
other sensors� region or they may become totaly
disconnected from the network. Therefore, an-
other function of MAC protocol in WSANs is to
maintain network connectivity between sensors
and mobile actors. Furthermore, as discussed be-
fore, the timely detection, processing, and delivery
of information are indispensable requirements in a
sensor/actor network application.

Classical contention-based protocols are not
appropriate for real-time sensor-actor communica-
tion since contention-based channel access re-
quires handshaking which increases the latency
of the data. TRACE [23] is a reservation TDMA
protocol which suffers from the added overhead
for reservation contention while PBP (Predictive
Backoff Protocol for IEEE 802.11) suffers from
the requirement of large amount of energy due
to all sensors listening to others� transmissions.

By exploiting the periodic nature of the sensor
network traffic, a collision-free real-time schedul-
ing algorithm is presented in [3]. Collision-free
protocols may be suitable for WSANs, because
they can potentially reduce the delay and provide
real-time guarantees as well as save power by
eliminating collisions. A problem in a large class
of current collision-free protocols is the use of
multiple channels [3]. This imposes a nontrivial
requirement on the hardware of the nodes in the
network as mentioned in [21]. Thus, further study
is needed to tell whether the performance gain
would overcome the increased cost of the hard-
ware. Moreover, in [3] and generally in all existing
collision-free protocols the mobility is not investi-
gated.

For actor–actor communication, the existing
MAC protocols developed for ad-hoc networks
cannot be directly used. They should be improved
so that they support real-time traffic, since in
WSANs, depending on the application, interaction
with the world may impose a real-time constraint
on computation and communication.

5.3.4. Cross-layering

Current WSN and WSAN protocol designs are
largely based on a layered approach. However, the
suboptimality and inflexibility of this paradigm re-
sult in poor performance for WSANs, due to con-
straints of low energy consumption and low
latency. Therefore, instead of having individual
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layers, we may need cross-layering where layers
are integrated with each other.

In WSANs, one of the main factors which
causes low event reliability is network congestion.
In the case of high congestion, MAC layer reacts
locally by exponential back-off [7], while transport
layer reacts by lowering the transmission rates of
sensors. However, normally these two layers act
independently from each other which causes ineffi-
ciencies due to the duplication of functions. By
cross-layering approach, each protocol shares its
data with other protocols, which avoids those inef-
ficiencies. For example, in WSANs when conges-
tion is high, first of all MAC layer reacts to the
congestion. If this response is not sufficient,
MAC layer informs the routing layer about this
congestion. Then, routing layer lets coordination
plane know the situation. As a result, coordination
plane and routing layer provide data traffic to be
rerouted through another appropriate actor node.
On the other hand, if alternate actors and routes
do not exist, transport protocol mechanisms can
be used to freeze traffic transmissions.

Another example of the cross-layering design in
WSANs is the optimization of the size of the pack-
ets transmitted from sensors to actors. In order to
provide a unified packet structure that incorpo-
rates the functionalities of each protocol in the
protocol stack, routing, MAC and physical layers
should be investigated together. The energy effi-
ciency of the WSAN depends on the energy re-
quired to transmit a packet and the reliability of
the network. From the routing layer point of view,
reliability of the packet depends on the distance of
the node generating the packet in terms of the
number of hops to the actor. Intuitively, it is better
to send smaller sized packets from the nodes far
away from the actor. Hence, in order to provide
energy efficiency, the information about an event
may be transmitted to the actor using small sized
packets while the relay nodes aggregate the pack-
ets due to being closer to the actor.

On the other hand, the size of the packet deter-
mines the number of packets needed to be sent to
inform an event to the actor. Then, from the MAC
layer point of view, the number of packets trans-
lates into the number of contention attempts the
node needs to perform. Decreased packet size in
effect leads to increased collision probability and
thus, high energy consumption at the MAC layer.
Lastly, from the physical layer point of view, as the
coding rate increases, communication will be more
reliable. Increased rate translates into sending
more bits for useful information. However, a sen-
sor node consumes energy based on the number of
bits it sends for a transmission, i.e., packet size.
Hence, packet size optimization also affects the
bit level energy consumption. As a result, a useful
model and an energy efficiency metric that accom-
modates all these factors is needed for optimiza-
tion of packet sizes in WSANs.

In addition to the interactions among transport,
MAC, routing and physical layers, in WSANs,
there should also be interdependency between the
application layer and those lower layers. Applica-
tion layer must adapt to time-varying QoS param-
eters offered by the lower layers. While the network
provides the best possible QoS to the application,
this QoS will vary with time as channel conditions
and network topology change. Thus, applications
must also adapt to the QoS offered.

The basic ideas of cross-layering optimization
stated above are also valid for actor–actor commu-
nication. However, since in WSANs, as mentioned
in Section 1, actors may be mobile, link character-
istics and network topology may change rapidly.
Then, in case of the weak link connectivity be-
tween actors, physical layer at which link connec-
tivity can be measured accurately and quickly
responds to this situation by increasing its transmit
power or its error correction coding. However, if
the weak link is caused by something difficult to
correct at the physical layer, i.e., high mobility of
nodes, it is better for the physical layer to interact
with the higher layers [12]. For example, in
WSANs actors may perform unicast communica-
tion instead of broadcasting in order to prevent re-
source-constrained sensors from receiving
unnecessary messages. However, in case of the
high mobility, informing the routing layer might
change the routing strategy from unicast to broad-
cast in the general direction of the intended actor.
Hence, in the cross-layering approach, each layer
of the protocol stack not only responds to local
variations, but also responds to the information
from other layers [5,12].
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6. Conclusion

The effectiveness of the sensor networking can
experience a profound leap if the actors are also
an integral part of the deployed network. When
the sensor field is complemented with actors, there
will be one more option called acting as well as
sensing and deciding for human controller. On
the other hand, realization of wireless sensor and
actor networks (WSANs) needs to satisfy the
requirements introduced by the coexistence of sen-
sors and actors. Throughout this paper, we explain
the research challenges occurring due to sensor-ac-
tor and actor–actor coordinations in WSANs and
investigate how the communication protocols in
WSANs will be different from the protocols in
WSNs.

However, there are several open research issues
that should be investigated in WSANs:

• For sensor-actor coordination, algorithms that
can provide ordering, synchronization and elim-
inate the redundancy of actions need to
developed.

• For actor–actor coordination, there is a need to
provide a unified framework that can be
exploited by different applications to always
select the best networking paradigm available
according to the events sensed and to the oper-
ation to be performed, so as to provide efficient
actor–actor communication.

• There is a need for an analytic framework in
order to characterize the three planes, that is,
management, coordination and communication
planes stated in Section 5.

• As mentioned in Section 5.2, sophisticated dis-
tributed coordination algorithms need to be
developed for effective sensing and acting tasks.

• As stated in Section 5.3, in WSANs the applica-
tion, transport, routing, MAC and physical lay-
ers have common requirements and are highly
dependent on each other. Hence, lever-aging a
cross layer approach can provide much more
effective sensing, data transmission, and acting
in WSANs. Several cross-layer integration
issues among the communication layers should
be investigated in order to improve the overall
efficiency of WSANs.
• Finally, maybe the most importantly for some
applications there is a need for real-time com-
munication protocols for both sensor-actor
and actor–actor coordinations in WSANs.
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